Abstract
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem for the following generalized DegasperisProcesi equation: 
for f ∈ L  , we can rewrite (.)-(.) as follows: Notice that the structure of (.) is more complicated than that of the DegasperisProcesi equation. Thus, to prove that the sequence of smooth solutions (u (n) ) n∈N is uni-
In proving Theorem ., we explain why we choose (.). It is worthy of pointing out that we use Fatou's lemma and the upper limit as well as Gronwall's inequality to prove that (
To introduce the main results, we define
The main results of this paper are as follows.
and satisfies the following identity: 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section , we give some preliminaries. In Section , we prove Theorem .. In Section , we prove Theorem .. In Section , we prove Theorem .. In Section , we prove Theorem .. In Section , we prove Theorem ..
Preliminaries
In this section, we give Lemmas .-.. The proof of Lemmas .-. can be seen in
There exists a couple of smooth radial functions
and
Then, for u ∈ S (R), the nonhomogeneous dyadic blocks are defined as follows:
Thus we obtain
and the low frequency cut-off S q is defined by
as well as
where C is a positive constant independent of q. and r = ). 
r is a Banach space and is continuously embedded in
S (R n ). () B s  p  ,r  → B s  p  ,r  , if p  ≤ p  and r  ≤ r  and s  = s  -n(  p  -  p  ) B s  p,r  → B s  p,r  locally compact if s  < s  . () ∀s > , B s p,r ∩ L ∞ is a() (i) For s > , fg B s p,r ≤ C f B s p,r g L ∞ + f L ∞ g B s p,r , ∀f , g ∈ B s p,r ∩ L ∞ . (ii) ∀s  ≤  p < s  (s  ≥  p if r = ) and s  + s  > , fg B s  p,r ≤ C f B s  p,r g B s  p,r , ∀f ∈ B s  p,r , g ∈ B s  p,r . () ∀θ ∈ [, ] and s = θ s  + ( -θ )s  , f B s p,r ≤ C f θ B s  p,r f -θ B s  p,r , ∀f ∈ B s  p,r ∩ B s  p,r . () If (u n ) n∈N is bounded in B s p,r and u n → u in S (R n ), then u ∈ B
Lemma . (A priori estimates in Besov spaces
then there exists a constant C depending only on s, p, r such that the following statements hold: 
First step: approximate solution
By using the standard iterative process, we construct a sequence of smooth solutions (u (n) ) n∈N ∈ C(R + ; B ∞ p,r ). Assume that u () := , by induction we define a sequence of smooth functions (u (n) ) n∈N by solving the following linear transport equation:
By using the fact that S n+ u  belong to B 
Second step: uniform bounds
if r =  with p ∈ [, +∞)) and n ∈ N, we prove that 
where
By using the S - multiplier property of P(D) and the fact B 
Inserting (.) into (.) yields (.). Let us fix T >  such that
and suppose that
dτ , by using (.), we have is a Banach algebra and (.) and using the S - -multiplier property of P(D), we have that
for n ∈ N. From (.) and (.), ∀n ∈ N + , we have that
with the aid of Fatou's lemma. We define
Thus,
for n ∈ N + .
Third step: convergence
We prove that (u 
Combining (.) with (.), we have that
By using () and () of Lemma ., we have that
From (.) and Lemma ., we can easily obtain that
Obviously,
Inserting (.) and (.) into (.) leads to
We define
Inserting (.) into (.) leads to
Combining (.) with (.), (.), by using Fatou's lemma, we have that
Applying Gronwall's inequality to (.) yields
According to the definition of ρ(t), we can easily obtain that
Combining (.) with (.), we have that From the definition of Besov spaces, we have that
By using the mean value theorem, we have that
where  < θ < . Inserting (.) into (.) yields
We may choose δ sufficiently small such that
Inserting (.) into (.) leads to
Thus, we derive that 
where u c (x, t) = c /k e -|x-ct| . By using integration by parts and (.), we have that
and when x ≤ ct,
Now, we compute 
